Software Protection techniques aim to defend the confidentiality and integrity of software applications that are exposed to an adversary that shares the execution host and access privileges of the application. This scenario is often denoted as protection against MATE (Man-At-The-End) attacks. This is an area of growing importance for industry: in many cases the deployment of such techniques is crucial to ensure business continuity. Following the second SPRO workshop co-located with CCS-2016 in Vienna, Austria, this third edition aims to establish a tradition where academics and industrial experts in software protection can meet to confront the challenges in designing stronger protections and in developing better integration with industrial software development life cycle requirements.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The SPRO workshop specifically targets the scenarios involving Man-At-The-End (MATE) attacks. In such scenarios, attackers have full control over, and white-box access to, software and its assets (such as algorithms, keys, sensitive data). In many scenarios (e.g., on mobile, open computing platforms such as Android), no custom hardware protections are available to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the assets. In such scenarios, software-based protection becomes increasingly more important. Academic solutions to prevent reverse engineering and tampering attacks, support only fuzzy security guarantees; the domain lacks widely accepted evaluation methodologies.
SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of SPRO workshop is to bring together researchers and industrial practitioners both from software protection and the wider computer and communications security community to discuss software protection techniques, evaluation methodologies, and practical aspects such as tooling. The objective is to stimulate the community working in this growing area of security, and to increase the synergies between the research areas of software protection engineering and their practical deployment. The topics to be discussed during the workshop include: 
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INDUSTRY KEYNOTE
Rusty Wagner has spent his professional career developing advanced vulnerability research and reverse engineering tools, from emulation and compiler writing to massively multiplayer online game development. Rusty Wagner is one of the developers of BinaryNinja reverse engineering software, and he will give a keynote on "Modern Static Analysis of Obfuscated Code". Static analysis tools have improved significantly in recent years. This talk is an exploration of how modern static analysis tools analyze binary code and its impact on deobfuscation techniques. Various obfuscation techniques are discussed, including those that have been defeated by modern tools, those that are easier to defeat using the scripting features of these tools, and those that are still very difficult to analyze.
ACADEMIC KEYNOTE
Stijn Volckaert is Assistant Professor at KU Leuven (Technology Campus Ghent, in Belgium). He was a Postdoctoral Scholar in Secure Systems Lab at UC Irvine. He obtained his PhD degree from Ghent University, and his dissertation on multivariant execution was awarded the IBM Innovation Award 2016 for an outstanding PhD thesis in Computer Science. His research currently focuses on exploit mitigations, software diversity, multivariant execution, and automated migration of legacy code to safe languages. Stijn Volckaert will give a keynote on "Cheat Protection in Online Games": competitive online video gaming (or eSports for short) is a booming industry; current estimates predict global revenues of well over 1 billion dollars by 2020, Twitch.tv -the largest eSports streaming network -is now one of the biggest sites on the internet. With this rising popularity comes a dark side in the form of cheating; cheaters are willing to subvert the rules of the game by any means necessary. Many of them even pay monthly subscription fees to get access to cheating software created by hackers. The keynote will discuss the most prevalent types of cheats and the techniques hackers use to create them, and it will then present cheat mitigation strategies that can be incorporated into a game's design, zooming in on anti-cheat tools that proactively scan for cheats on the player's machine.
TUTORIAL
Roman Rohleder works as a research security specialist for Thales, where he works on obfuscation and de-obfuscation related topics, making frequent use of different reverse engineering tools, including Ghidra. He was educated at the University of Applied Sciences Aalen, where he obtained his Bachelor of Science degree in IT-Security on the topic of obfuscation executives. Roman Rohleder will give a tutorial on "Hands-on Ghidra -A tutorial about the software reverse engineering framework". This framework was released by the National Security Agency under the Apache v2 license and brought with it a powerful decompiler for many different architectures, which will be presented along with its underlying intermediate language "p-code" and the corresponding "SLEIGH"-format. Further, hands-on demonstrations will follow on the plugin-system and the standalone-mode, shown on different reverse engineering tasks like binary diffing, code lifting, de-obfuscation and patching.
